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TEAM WORK SAVED CRIPPLED BOSTON

A fine example of flying crew team -work -was given by members of the

Lorraine Squadron of the Fighting French Air Force, on a recent daylight raid.

Soon after crossing the enemy coast, their Boston was hit by flak and the

pilot severely injured in the left hand and forearm; he had also been hit on

the shoulder and was suffering from severe shock. The windscreen of the aircraft

was shattered and the port engine began to smoke. The pilot was knocked
unconscious and for 30 seconds the aircraft flew on its own. They were on a low
level attack and the crew did not think much of their chances, but the pilot
recovered sufficiently to turn round and head for England.

Realising that the pilot was losing consciousness every few minutes, the
-wireless operator took over the dual control column, and the bottom gunner, who

had by this time used up all his ammunition on the ground defences, took over the

top gun. To do this, he had to sit on the back of the wireless operator who 'was

crouched over the control column.

An Me. 109 attacked the aircraft but it -was beaten off by the gunner who
fired several long bursts, although ho could not use his gun sights because of his

unorthodox position in the small compartment. He had to judge his deflection by
■watching -where his tracer bullets were going.

The crippled Boston again flew through the flak and out to sea, where the

navigator had great difficulty in persuading the semi-conscious pilot to jettison
the bombs. For 45 minutes the crew flew along on this nightmare trip, the

navigator calling out to the wireless operator (-who -was flying "blind" without

instruments) the height and speed and direction. Fortunately, the engine which had

been hit, picked up and started running smoothly again. Now and again, the pilot
recovered sufficiently to help, but he had no forward view through his shattered

cockpit -window.

Approaching the first airfield they saw in the south-east of England, the

navigator called out ’’-wheels down., flaps down" and added the height, the airspeed
and the distance from the airfield in yards. The pilot helped in the landing,but

when about 50 feet off the ground and the navigator was calling "Back! Back" -was

too weak to pull the control column back for the landing.

It -was then that the wireless operater on the dual control showed his excellent

touch, for -when he felt the control column, slackening and the navigator -was still

calling "Back!" he eased the column back and made a successful landing.

When the aircraft came-to rest, the pilot -was unconscious. The other members

of the crew could easily have baled out ever this country, but they refused to leave

their helpless pilot.


